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The outphasing transmitter is a promising technique, which can simultaneously
achieve high linearity and power efficiency, thereby addressing the major design
requirements of next generation transmitters. It employs highly non-linear power
amplifier (PA) classes in a linear manner, in principle transmitting a distortion-free
signal. Due to symmetric nature of the outphasing architecture, its linearity perfor-
mance is constrained by any mismatches and non-linear effects encountered in the
RF paths. This thesis analyzes the linearity performance of outphasing transmit-
ters (in terms of ACLR specification) for LTE base station applications, under the
non-linear effects and tolerances present in practical implementations.
The system-level model, built in Matlab software, investigates the important
non-linear effects present in outphasing transmitters, including gain and phase im-
balance, IQ modulator mismatches, delay imbalance, and the non-linear effects of
PAs and Chireix combiners. The path and delay mismatches result in only partial
cancellation of the wideband quadrature signal, and thus create interference in both
the in-band and out-of-band frequency regions. The misalignment in IQ modulators,
such as gain/phase imbalance and carrier leakage, introduces amplitude and phase
modulation in the outphased signals. The quadrature modulator mismatches, in
conjunction with amplifier nonlinearity, result in spectral regrowth around the car-
rier frequency. The transmitter linearity performance is also affected by mismatches
in the non-linear characteristics of the PAs. Realistic square-wave signals, exhibit-
ing finite rise- and fall- time, also create spectral leakage for distinct rise/fall times
in each outphasing branch. Furthermore, the Chireix combiner severely degrades
the linearity of outphasing transmitters; it produces ACLR well below the specified
limit for LTE base stations. This makes mandatory the compensation of Chireix
combiner induced non-linearity in outphasing transmitters.
The strict linearity requirements (for LTE downlink applications) present a small
tolerance window for mismatches experienced in practical circuits. The relatively
small tolerance margin indicates the need of linearization and compensation tech-
niques in outphasing transmitters.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communications has become an essential part of 21st century lifestyle. We
are always in-touch with our family, friends and colleagues with cell phones and
aware of the happenings around the world through social media. The advent of
mobile internet has increased the demand for broadband access. This rise in us-
age of wireless data communications comes with the ever-increasing need for more
bandwidth, a limited and non-renewable resource. Likewise, the operational costs of
mobile radio networks is increasing, as base stations and data centers are consuming
more power due to increased processing. On the other hand, climate change empha-
sizes the need for radio networks to shift to green technologies. These factors present
energy consumption as a critical design factor for next generation transceivers.
The power budget of a transceiver is consumed chiefly by RF power amplifier,
the component amplifying low level signal to high power for transmission over a
wireless channel. In 1990s, 2G mobile communication technologies (GSM = Global
System for Mobile Communications , TDMA = Time Division Multiple Access) were
designed, transmitting low data rates while employing constant envelope modula-
tion schemes. However these schemes couldn’t cope with the increasing demand for
higher data rates. As can be seen in Figure 1.1, the spectral occupancy of constant
envelope modulated signal is inefficient compared to a variable envelope signal with
complex modulation, given that the two signals have the same data rate. Target-
ing to achieve higher data rates, 3G and 4G systems utilized complex modulation
schemes (OFDM = Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing, MQAM = M-ary
frequency.(GHz) frequency.(GHz)
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Figure 1.1: Signal power spectrum: (a) constant envelope signal, (b) variable enve-
lope signal with complex modulation [1].
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Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) - exploiting both amplitude and phase modu-
lation to transfer data. The spectral efficiency achieved from complex modulation
format results in increased signal dynamics; placing stringent requirements on PA
efficiency and linearity [2].
In the past, RF PAs were trans-conductance based amplifiers, where the transis-
tors (FET = Field Effect Transistor) act as current sources being controlled by the
signal at its gate. The bias point of those active devices determines the conduction
angle (varying between zero and 2pi for different classes) – the main defining factor
for efficiency and linearity of linear amplifiers. If these amplifiers are operated in
linear mode, they provide low efficiency and vice versa.
The need for efficient transmission led to the switched-mode PA (class D, E
and F), where the transistors are biased to act as switches. In on-state, they are
driven to operate in the region of small resistance during conduction, ideally short
circuit. Conversely they have no current flow during off-state, thus acting as an open
circuit. The overall power consumption of the active devices reduces significantly,
ideally being equal to zero.
Power amplifiers trade-off between power efficiency and linearity. Efficient PAs
operate in non-linear mode which introduces distortion [3]. Consequently, the am-
plifier is operated at low signal levels (large back-off) to meet certain bit error rate
(BER) and linearity requirements in transmitters. Unfortunately, spectrally efficient
modulation formats like OFDM exhibit high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR),
thus requiring a large back-off, and leading to a significantly reduced efficiency.
Consequently, a single-ended PA structure cannot exhibit high linearity and power
efficiency concurrently [2].
Moreover, the advancement in circuit fabrication, primarily in lithography tech-
niques, along with the shrinking voltage headroom and design of fast transistors
with improved matching, has increased the timing resolution of integrated circuits,
favoring techniques that employ pure phase modulation [4].
Outphasing is one such technique which applies phase modulation to achieve
linear and efficient amplification of high PAPR signals. Also known as Linear Am-
plification using Non-linear Components (LINC), it converts amplitude and phase
modulated input signal into two pure phase modulated signals. These two signals are
decomposed in such a manner that their summation produces the original signal.
The outphased signals can be amplified using highly non-linear power amplifiers,
while obtaining a linearly amplified signal after combining operation [5],[6]. Thus,
the outphasing transmitter takes advantage of the advancement in integrated cir-
cuit technology and power amplification techniques, with huge potential for next
generation transceivers.
32. OUTPHASING TRANSMITTER
Mobile applications in smart phones require high data transfer speeds. 3G and 4G
systems utilize complex block modulation formats to support high data rate con-
nections. These modulation schemes exploit both amplitude and phase modulation
to transmit data in a spectral efficient manner. However, this increases the signal
dynamics, thus raising minimum linearity requirements for PAs.
A key indicator for signal envelope variation is the peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR). As the name suggests it is the ratio of instantaneous peak power maxima
and average transmitted power, formally defined as [7],[8]
PAPR = 10log10
max|x(t)|2
E(|x(t)|2) .
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a widely utilized mod-
ulation technique for high data rate wireless applications. It consists of a large
number of parallel narrow-band sub-carriers, each sub-carrier carries a portion of
the transmitted data. As a result OFDM signals are robust against narrow-band in-
terference and multi-path fading effects. However, they exhibit high dynamic range
or PAPR and any non-linearity encountered in the transmitter chain can heavily
distort OFDM signal and corrupt information bits. Unfortunately, linear ampli-
fiers do not offer energy efficient operation, whereas efficient amplifiers are generally
highly non-linear. The outphasing transmitter architecture moderates this trade-
off between efficiency and linearity in power amplifiers by transforming a varying
envelope signal into two constant envelope signals, which are amplified using two
independent non-linear PAs and combined before transmission. The following sec-
tions discuss the power amplifier classes, the outphasing transmitter concept and its
performance.
2.1 RF Power Amplifiers
The power amplifier is a critical element in determining linearity and efficiency of
transmitters. It amplifies a low level signal to higher power, ensuring adequate re-
ceived power in a wireless channel. Naturally, it dominates the power budget of
the transmitters, whether mounted in base-stations or cell phone transceivers. PAs
increase the cost of base station operations due to their excessive energy consump-
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Figure 2.1: Characteristic output waveforms for linear power amplifiers.
tion. Most of this energy is wasted as heat, requiring additional cooling equipment
and further increasing the power consumption. Likewise, it reduces battery life of
mobile phones - a much needed resource in the age of smart phones with many power
hungry mobile applications and added functionality.
Conventional linear power amplifiers operate the transistor, of final amplifying
stage, as a current source with relatively high average output impedance. Class-A, B,
AB, C comprise the linear class of power amplifiers [9]. Figure 2.1 shows the output
voltage and current waveforms for Class-A, B and C amplifiers. These amplifiers
utilize non-linear (saturation and pinch-off) regions of transistors (FET) to achieve
optimal efficiency. But operating power amplifiers in the non-linear region introduces
a great amount of distortion especially for high PAPR signals. Consequently, linear
PAs are constrained to operate at low power levels, known as back-off mode, to
preserve signal integrity. Efficiency of the linear amplifiers reduces with delivered
load power, measured as power added efficiency (PAE) [3], defined as
PAE =
POUT − PIN
PDC
.
Here, POUT , PIN are the output and input RF power respectively and PDC is the
supplied DC power.
Transistors in conducting-class amplifiers operate in transconductance mode, it
yields high current and voltage levels simultaneously, resulting in higher power dis-
sipation. Linear PAs employ the transistor as a current source, it’s average output
impedance is relatively high. They offer high linearity and low power efficiency.
Power consumed by an amplifier can be reduced by minimizing overlap of tran-
sistor output voltage and current waveforms. The transistor does not have direct
control over its drain voltage waveform (Vout) in transconductance mode. But if the
transistor operates as a switch, toggling between on-state and off-state, PA designers
can easily control the voltage waveform [10]. Thus, to attain higher efficiency, one
or more active devices need to be operated as a switch, introducing the concept of
switch-mode power amplifiers (SMPA).
SMPAs drive transistors to operate as on-off switches. When the switch is closed,
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Figure 2.2: Schematics and output current/voltage waveforms of switch-mode PA.
AC current flows into it, and when it is open, AC current flows through the load gen-
erating output voltage. Ideally, SMPAs have non-overlapping square shaped voltage
and current waveforms (across the transistor), resulting in 100% power efficiency
for lossless switches. Class D, E and F PAs are classified as switch-mode power
amplifiers.
Class-D amplifiers are realized with a pair of active devices and a tuning circuit.
The transistor pair operates in push-pull mode, one transistor conducts constant
current in the time period the other one is switched off. The waveform at pair’s
output node (Vout) is square-wave, resonator converts the output current into a
sinusoidal waveform. It is passed through a resistor to obtain sinusoidal output
voltage. Class D power amplifier ideally converts all DC power to fundamental
frequency power. Class D amplifiers are further grouped into Voltage-mode Class
D (VMCD) and Current-mode Class D (CMCD) power amplifiers. CMCD power
amplifier behaves like a current source, i.e. amplifier’s output voltage modulates
with reactive load. Whereas in a properly working outphasing scheme, the output
voltage of an amplifier should follow the phase of the input signal and the output
current should be modulated by the load. It is therefore an unsuitable candidate for
amplification with non-isolating combiners.
Figure 2.2 illustrates circuit schematic and output current/voltage waveform for
VMCD PA. The active devices configured in push-pull mode are driven by 180◦
out-of-phase constant envelope signals. When Q1(pMOS) is on, Q2(nMOS) turns
off and output voltage equals supply voltage. Likewise, output is zero when Q1
is switched-off and Q2 is operating in on-state. Output signal is passed through
a series tuning circuit resonating at fundamental frequency to filter all harmonic
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Figure 2.3: Conventional Polar architecture.
content. The VMCD PA behaves like an ideal voltage source, Vout is regulated by
the input driving signal.
Class E PA utilizes a transistor, tuning circuit and reactive impedance compo-
nents to minimize overlap between current and voltage waveforms. It is a interme-
diary topology between pure switch-mode and linear PA classes. Class E achieves
high efficiency only if the transistor sustains small current during off-state, small
voltage drop in on-state and small switching time compared to waveform period.
Its output waveform is analog in shape, its mode of operation can be supported by
a transistor with slower switching characteristics and is better suited to high fre-
quency operation [11]. Existing Class E power amplifiers implementations perform
high efficiency amplification up to K-bands [3], [12].
Class F power amplifiers also use a single transistor which is terminated with a
load network. Ideally Class F Vout waveform is a square-wave and output current is a
half-sinusoid. Load network shapes the transistor output waveforms, it provides low
impedance to all the even harmonics and high impedance to odd harmonics. Class
F current voltage relationship is similar to Class D power amplifier for an infinite
number of harmonics [9],[10],[13].
Conventional power amplifiers are linear devices, but they exhibit high nonlinear-
ity in order to achieve efficient operation. Likewise, Switch-mode PAs are efficient
yet inherently non-linear devices. Efficient PAs serve as a bottle neck in the de-
sign of transceivers by limiting maximum achievable data rate. Thus, transmitter
architectures designed to accommodate non-linear power amplifiers, for efficient am-
plification of high PAPR signals, are required to facilitate implementation of next
generation transceivers.
2.2 Next Generation Transmitters
Power amplifiers significantly contribute towards efficiency and linearity of wireless
transmitters. Efficient power amplifiers create a significant amount of distortion for
varying envelope signals. Consequently, conventional Cartesian transmitters can’t
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satisfy the spectral emission requirements with these PAs.
Polar transmitters can benefit from non-linear PAs, as they transform the base-
band signal into polar form to process amplitude and phase components along sep-
arate paths. The Polar architecture is shown in Fig. 2.3, where the amplitude
r(t) modulates the PA supply voltage through a DC-DC converter, and the phase
modulated signal drives the PA.
Polar modulators achieve high average efficiency over a broad range of PA output
power [5]. However, polar transmitters are not suitable for wideband transmission,
as efficiency of the power converter degrades with the increase in bandwidth. This
drawback further intensifies due to the 5-10 times bandwidth expansion caused by
non-linear conversion operation from Cartesian-to-polar coordinates in outphasing
transmitters [14]. The structural difference between high frequency (driving signal)
and low frequency (envelope) signal paths creates difficulty in accurate delay match-
ing. Differential delay and finite envelope bandwidth will result in phase mismatch,
creating intermodulation distortion in the output signal. Furthermore, multiplica-
tion of amplitude and phase signals in the power amplifier results in convolution
of the spectra in frequency domain. It introduces unwanted in-band and out-of-
band spectral components. PA supply modulation will also introduce VDD-AM and
VDD-PM distortion [15].
Pulse-width pulse position modulated (PWPM) PA architecture can also deploy
a non-linear PA in a linear manner. It modulates PA output amplitude by varying
the pulse width of the driving signal, and the position of pulses encodes phase infor-
mation of the transmitted data [16],[17]. PWPM achieves high efficiency operation,
but it exhibits constrained o/p signal dynamic range for high PAPR signals. As it
is difficult to produce narrow pulses at GHz range, furthermore these pulses could
be filtered out by transmitter components [5].
Outphasing amplifier decomposes a signal into two constant envelope signals.
These signals are up-converted and amplified using SMPAs to be combined before
transmission. This scheme does not possess any of the above mentioned limitations
for wideband or high PAPR signals, making it suitable for amplification of these
signals as will be discussed in the following section.
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2.3 Outphasing Concept
Outphasing concept was presented by Chireix in 1930s to improve AM broadcast
transmitter performance [18]. It was later reinvented to realize linear amplification
using non-linear components (LINC) for intermediate RF PA stages [19]. The basic
principle of outphasing amplification is to decompose a signal having both am-
plitude and phase modulation into two constant envelope phase-modulated (PM)
signals such that their vector sum reproduces the input signal. These PM signals
are then passed along symmetric RF paths, each employing modulators and power
amplifiers for up-conversion and amplification. PA output signals are summed up
at the combiner to acquire an amplified version of the input signal. The outphasing
transmitter architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The signal component separator
(SCS) input signal, in polar form, is given as
x(t) = α(t)ejφ(t),
here α(t) denotes input signal amplitude modulation and φ(t) denotes phase mod-
ulation. The baseband signal x(t) is applied to SCS, which modifies x(t) into two
constant envelope signals. The outphasing signals are generated using the phase
angle of the input signal, φ(t), and the outphasing angle θ(t), which is formulated
as
θ(t) = arccos
α(t)
αmax
. (2.1)
The RF phase modulated outphasing signals are expressed as
SRF,1(t) = αocos(wct+ φ(t) + θ(t))
SRF,2(t) = αocos(wct+ φ(t)− θ(t)),
here αo is a constant equal to αmax/2. These RF PM signals are amplified and
summed up at the combiner to produce an amplified (by a gain factor G) version of
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Figure 2.6: Vector diagram for Outphasing concept.
the input signal x(t), given as
SOUT = SPA,1(t) + SPA,2(t) = 2Gα(t)cos(wct+ φ(t)).
Phase difference between SRF,1(t) and SRF,2(t) determines the combined signal
amplitude level. When SRF,1(t) and SRF,2(t) are in-phase, they add constructively
to produce large amplitude signal at the combiner output. Likewise, anti-phase
outphasing signals generate small amplitude levels by canceling each other at the
combiner output [20]. The quadrature signal e(t) is responsible for input signal
decomposition in the SCS. The mathematical expression of e(t) is a useful tool for
understanding and analysis of the outphasing concept. It can be observed from Fig.
2.6, illustrating outphasing signal vector decomposition, that
e2(t) = |s21(t)| − |x2(t)|,
where s1(t) is the complex envelope of SRF,1(t). The maximum amplitude of the
input signal is αmax, yielding
|e(t)| =
√
α2max − |x2(t)|.
The quadrature signal e(t) is perpendicular to x(t), thus it can be mathematically
expressed as
e(t) = jx(t)
√
α2max
α2(t)
− 1. (2.2)
The complex envelope of the phase modulated signals, s1(t) and s2(t), are therefore
given as
s1(t) = x(t) + jx(t)
√
α2max
α2(t)
− 1 (2.3)
s2(t) = x(t)− jx(t)
√
α2max
α2(t)
− 1. (2.4)
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Hence, outphasing transmitter has the potential to linearly and efficiently amplify
varying envelope signals, given that the two branch signals are perfectly balanced.
The outphasing scheme is fundamentally linear as the constant envelope signal does
not suffer from distortions caused by PA non-linearity. The use of non-linear power
amplifiers drastically improves power amplifier efficiency, which contributes towards
overall transmitter performance. However, outphasing transmitter efficiency de-
pends on many factors besides the PAs. These factors are discussed in the following
section.
2.4 High Efficiency Outphasing Techniques
Outphasing transmitter has potential for efficient and linear amplification of wide-
band high PAPR signals. Its performance heavily depends on the choice of power
amplifier and power combiner utilized, as well as the signal dynamics.
Conventional outphasing architecture (LINC) uses isolating power combiners
(Wilkinson combiner or hybrid coupler) to meet linearity requirements of wireless
standards. These matched combiners realize highly linear operation by providing
isolation between input ports. During summation, constructively-summed power is
delivered to the antenna and residual power is delivered to the isolation resistor/port,
to be dissipated as heat. When the outphased signals are in-phase, a small amount
of power is wasted during signal combining, and the amount of dissipated power
increases as the phase difference between outphased signals increases. In effect,
average efficiency of LINC transmitter degrades significantly for signals exhibiting
high PAPR. The instantaneous efficiency of isolating combiners is a function of the
outphasing angle θ(t),
ηComb = cos
2(θ(t)).
PAs driven by constant envelope signals consume a fixed amount of power at all
times. If a RF PA exhibits 100% efficiency and the passive combiner has zero contri-
bution towards transmitter power budget, LINC efficiency is directly proportional
to the power delivered to the antenna, expressed as
ηAvg = ηAmp
∫ pi
2
0
p(θ)cos2(θ)dθ.
Here, ηAmp - the average PA efficiency - equals 1 and p(θ) is the probability density
function (PDF) of the input signal at each outphasing angle θ(t). Isolating combin-
ers achieve 100% efficiency only for the maximum output power level, and power
efficiency degrades with phase difference between branch signals [21]. Hence time-
average efficiency of conventional LINC is inversely proportional to the PAPR of the
transmitted signal. A significant amount of power is wasted in isolating combiners,
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Figure 2.7: (a) Outphasing TX with transformer combiner. (b) Outphasing TX
with Transmission-Line combiner.
making them unsuitable for efficient amplification of high PAPR signals [2],[5].
2.4.1 Non-isolating Combiner
Isolating combiners (Wilkinson combiner or hybrid coupler) provide a fixed port
impedance which is matched to the PA output impedance in order to minimize
reflections. This fixed load impedance draws a constant current from the PAs, and
as a result outphasing transmitter efficiency is inversely proportional to the PAPR
of the transmitted signal.
Lossless combiners alleviate the problem of efficiency degradation in isolating
combiners by providing a time-varying load impedance. This load variation has the
potential to significantly improve outphasing transmitter efficiency. Power ampli-
fiers see a modulated load impedance which is a function of the outphasing angle
θ(t). As a result, the PA output current and DC power consumption also scale
with θ(t). Efficiency of the outphasing transmitter remains high regardless of out-
phasing angle, and high PAPR signals can be combined in an efficient manner [2].
Transmission-Line (TL) and transformer combiners are classified as unmatched non-
isolating combiners.
Outphasing transmitter with the transformer combiner is shown in Figure 2.7a.
Voltage sources represent ideal switch-mode power amplifier behavior. It can be
seen that transformer secondary winding current is common for all PAs. If turn
ratio is considered 1:1 with perfect mutual coupling, the combiner output voltage
(at fundamental frequency) is expressed as
Vo =
4
pi
2Vicos(θ).
Common phase modulation φ(t) for both branches has been ignored since it does
not affect the analysis. Primary currents I1 and I2 are equal to the secondary output
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Figure 2.8: PDF of a multi-carrier OFDM signal with 100 MHz aggregated band-
width and instantaneous combiner efficiency for Hybrid/TL/transformer combiners.
current Io, given as
Io = I1 = I2 =
4
pi
2Vicos(θ)
RL
. (2.5)
Fig. 2.7b illustrates outphasing architecture with the quarter-wavelength transmis-
sion line, a T-junction and ideal PAs. The fundamental frequency component of Vo
equals
Vo = −j 4
pi
2RLVicos(θ)
Zo
,
where Zo is the characteristics impedance of the transmission line. I1 is equal to I2
and Io, defined as
Io = I1 = I2 =
4
pi
2RLVicos(θ)
Z2o
. (2.6)
The power amplifier output currents I1 and I2 vary with outphasing angle θ(t) in
both non-isolating combiner types. If RF power amplifiers behave like ideal voltage
sources, amplifier output voltage is independent of output current. Combiner output
voltage is the sum of PA voltages and is independent of load impedance, thereby
LINC is a linear transmitter [22],[13].
Instantaneous combiner efficiency curve follows a cos2θ distribution for isolating,
transmission-line and transformer combiners. Figure 2.8 shows that the instanta-
neous combiner efficiency maximum occurs at zero outphasing angle. Multi-carrier
signals exhibit high PAPR, and as a result the distribution of outphasing angle θ(t)
Zo ,  λ/4   
jB
Zo ,  λ/4   
-jB
Figure 2.9: Chireix outphasing combiner.
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Figure 2.10: Outphasing vector diagram of MLINC scheme (1 amplitude bit) for
two sampling instants.
is uneven with high occurrence of angles close to 90o. This opportunity for efficiency
optimization is exploited in Chireix combiners. Chireix combiners are composed of
quarter-wavelength transmission lines, a tee junction and shunt reactance (of oppo-
site values) at the input of each transmission line, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
Chireix combiner instantaneous efficiency can be expressed in compact form as
[23]
ηinst = Kcos
2(θ − γ), (2.7)
where, K is constant for a given combiner configuration, depending on the char-
acteristic impedance of the transmission lines and the stub length. Equation (2.7)
demonstrates that the instantaneous efficiency curve for the Chireix combiner shifts
by an amount equal to electrical stub length γ. Thus, LINC combiner average
efficiency can be improved by introducing suitable stub lengths to translate it’s
instantaneous efficiency curve to regions of high probability of θ(t) [1], [2].
2.4.2 Multi-level LINC
Multi-level linear amplification with non-linear components (MLINC) is an extension
of a conventional outphasing architecture. It utilizes multiple amplitude levels to
represent the outphased signals SRF,1(t) and SRF,2(t).
In conventional LINC, a small signal level at combiner output Sout(t) is attained
by generating outphased signals with a large phase difference. The same combined
output level in MLINC is generated with smaller amplitude levels of SRF,1(t) and
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Figure 2.11: MLINC architecture for 1 amplitude bit (2 amplitude levels).
SRF,2(t) [5]. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the magnitudes of the outphased signals are
small for the small input signal x(t) at the sampling instant [[1]].
Since the quadrature signal power is dissipated during summation, MLINC achieves
higher efficiency than conventional LINC by dividing αmax into multiple αs [24]. The
quadrature signal for MLINC transmitter is expressed as
e′(t) = jx(t)
√
α2s
α2(t)
− 1.
In MLINC transmitters, the ratio of the peak power to the instantaneous power,
α2s/α
2(t), is closer to 1 than in LINC (on average). The quadrature signal power is
therefore smaller, and MLINC is thus expected to be less sensitive to mismatches
along the phase modulated signal paths. This will be assessed with extensive simu-
lations in Chapter 4.
MLINC architecture achieves higher power efficiency for a given combiner by
reducing the average outphasing angle θavg(t), and by using smaller supply voltages
in the PA’s. The latter can be achieved either by supply voltage modulation [21]
or by having parallel PA pairs with smaller supply voltages. MLINC operation
achieved through PA supply modulation results in supply-voltage induced (Vdd-AM
and Vdd-PM) distortion in the PA output signal, and may severely damage signal
integrity and OT linearity [25].
This study analyzes MLINC architecture shown in Fig. 2.11. MLINC scheme
(1-amplitude bit) consists of two pairs of PAs each driven by phase modulated
signals SRF,1(t) and SRF,2(t). For low output signal level, one PA pair performs
amplification, while the other pair is active only for high output amplitude levels.
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3. LINEARITY OF OUTPHASING
TRANSMITTER
Outphasing transmitter decomposes an amplitude and phase modulated signal into
two phase modulated signals. These signals are passed along congruent RF paths
for amplification using highly efficient non-linear PAs and combined to obtain am-
plified version of input signal. Outphasing architecture linearity depends on the
matching of these RF paths. The non-linear conversion from Cartesian-to-polar
coordinates expands the spectrum of phase modulated signals beyond the desired
bandwidth limit. Linearity of outphasing amplifier is subject to exact cancellation
of the wideband signal components at the combiner. A slight mismatch between RF
paths might cause in-complete cancellation of the quadrature signal; creating in-
band distortion as well as out-of-band interference [26]. Adjacent Channel Leakage
ratio (ACLR) quantifies out-of-band (OOB) spectral re-growth caused by transmit-
ter non-linearity, and it is used as the main figure-of-merit in this thesis. It is defined
as the ratio of filtered mean transmitted power on the allocated channel frequency
to the filtered mean received power present in the adjacent channel [27]. These
imperfections and their impact on outphasing transmitter linearity will be reviewed
in the following sections.
Phase 
Modulator
SCS
Phase 
Modulator
x(t)
ϕ(t) + ϴ(t) 
S(t)
SRF,1(t)
SRF,2(t)ϕ(t) - ϴ(t) 
Figure 3.1: Outphasing transmitter architecture.
Figure 3.1 shows outphasing architecture analyzed in terms of ACLR for various
imbalances and practical circuit impairments. Baseband signal x(t) is passed along
Signal Component Separator (SCS) to calculate the signal phase φ(t) and the out-
phasing angle θ(t). The phase signals are used to modulate the phase of the LO
signal, producing the two phase modulated signals, SRF,1(t) and SRF,2(t). These
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Figure 3.2: Baseband model of outphasing transmitter under path mismatches.
branch signals are amplified and summed at the combiner before transmission.
Practical outphasing transmitters suffer from distortion created as a result of sev-
eral non-ideal effects and imperfections introduced by it’s components. These imper-
fections include: IQ-modulator mismatches, gain, phase and timing/delay mismatch
between branch signals, power amplifier imperfections and combiner induced non-
linearity. These imperfections and their impact on outphasing transmitter linearity
will be reviewed in the following sections.
3.1 Path Imbalance
Gain and phase imbalance between PA branches in outphasing amplifiers collectively
represents path imbalance. The parallel branch scheme in this architecture leads to
a small tolerance window for mismatches between paths, in order to limit out-of-
band spectral regrowth. Path mismatch is mainly contributed by gain and phase
characteristic mismatch between branch PAs. Though power combiner, PA match-
ing network and biasing circuit non-linearities may also contribute towards it. The
non-ideal behavior of various blocks itself stems from fabrication process tolerances
of transistors and temperature difference [26]. Therefore, outphasing transmitters
exhibit unavoidable path imbalance. It directly affects the linearity performance
of transmitters. Fortunately, the scope of path imbalance for amplifiers, driven by
constant envelope signals, is limited to amplitude and phase imbalance.
The effect of path imbalance on OT performance is analyzed as follows. Consider
two branch (0 amplitude bit) outphasing amplifier in Fig. 3.2, intrinsic gain and
phase of the two amplifiers is Go and φo, and mismatch of ∆G and ∆φ between
them. The complex envelope of the combiner output signal is expressed as
sout(t) = Goe
jφo [x(t)− e(t)] +Go(1 + ∆G
Go
)ej(φo+∆φ)[x(t) + e(t)]
= Goe
jφo
([
1 +
(
1 +
∆G
Go
)
ej∆φ
]
x(t) +
[
(1 +
∆G
Go
)ej∆φ − 1]e(t)) (3.1)
= G1x(t) +G2e(t).
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If the assumed imbalances ∆G
Go
<< 1 and ∆φ << 1 rad, the reference signal s(t)
will be scaled by complex constant
G1 = [1 + (1 +
∆G
Go
)ej∆φ] ≈ 2,
and the quadrature signal, e(t) by
G2 ' [1 + j∆φ+ ∆G
Go
− 1] = (j∆φ+ ∆G
Go
).
Normalizing sout(t) to Goejφo , (3.1) becomes
sout(t) = 2x(t) + e(t)(
∆G
Go
+ j∆φ). (3.2)
As is evident from (3.2), amplitude and phase imbalance gives rise to an uncanceled
quadrature signal term at the combiner output. This term creates both in-band
distortion and out-of-band signal re-growth in outphasing transmitters.
The effect of path imbalance on the linearity of outphasing transmitters can be
quantified through ACLR. It is the ratio of transmitted power in the desired band
to out-of-band (OOB) power received in the adjacent channel [27]. Assuming input
signal x(t) to be band-limited i.e. it has negligible power outside the band of interest.
ACLR for outphasing transmitter with path imbalance is analytically expressed as
ACLR(dB) =
∫ Fc+BW
2
Fc−BW
2
SOUT (f) df∫ Fc+BW
2
+∆F
Fc−BW
2
+∆F
SOUT (f) df
. (3.3)
Integral limit is defined by carrier frequency Fc, signal bandwidth BW , and
channel spacing between reference channel and adjacent channel ∆F . The integral
limits can be represented in concise form by R and A, R symbolizes the frequency
region of the reference channel and A depicts the frequency region of the adjacent
channel. Substituting SOUT (f) from (3.2) in (3.3),
ACLR(dB) = 6.02− 20 log10
∣∣∣∣(j∆φ+ ∆GGo
)∣∣∣∣+ 10 log10 [
∫
R
|X(f)|2 df∫
A
|SOUT (f)|2 df
]
. (3.4)
In multilevel outphasing transmitters, the ratio of peak power (at a given am-
plitude level) to instantaneous power, α2max/α2(t) is on average closer to 1 than in
LINC. Based on (3.2), the quadrature signal power, and therefore the sensitivity
of multi-level OT to mismatches, is expected to be smaller. This will be verified
through simulations in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Delay mismatch in outphasing transmitter.
3.2 Delay Imbalance
Delay mismatch is a constant propagation time difference between the outphasing
branch signals. In integrated circuits, signal propagation delay variation originates
from fabrication process variations. These variations particularly influence circuit
performance in deep sub-micron technologies. Delay imbalance is contributed by
blocks following the SCS in outphasing transmitters [28]. Figure 3.3 illustrates an
outphasing amplifier with delay imbalance τ between outphased branches. The
complex signal at combiner output under delay imbalance is expressed as
sout(t) = x(t) + e(t) + x(t− τ)− e(t− τ). (3.5)
Delay mismatch gives rise to incomplete cancellation of quadrature signal at the
combiner output, which produces out-of-band (OOB) signal re-growth and in-band
distortion in outphasing transmitters. Rearranging (3.5),
sout(t) = x(t)
(
1 + j
√
α2max
α2(t)
− 1
)
+ x(t− τ)
(
1− j
√
α2max
α2(t− τ) − 1
)
. (3.6)
Delay mismatch can be approximated in the vicinity of the carrier frequency Fc
in terms of a phase mismatch ∆φ, as
τ =
∆φ
2piFc
. (3.7)
Considering band-limited input signal x(t) i.e. it has negligible power outside the
band of interest. From (3.3) and (3.7), ACLR for outphasing transmitter under the
influence of delay imbalance is expressed as
ACLR(dB) = 6.02− 20 log10
∣∣jτwc∣∣+ 10 log10 [ ∫R|X(f)|2 df∫
A
|SOUT (f)|2 df
]
, (3.8)
where the integral limit R and A are the frequency regions of the reference channel
and the adjacent channel, respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Outphasing transmitter (LINC) with IQ modulator based up-conversion.
3.3 Quadrature Modulator Mismatches
In-phase and quadrature modulator (IQ modulator) is a popular technique for mod-
ulating a baseband signal onto an RF carrier. In the outphasing transmitter context,
digital data sk(t) from SCS is divided into two parallel data streams, termed as I
and Q channels. I- and Q- branch signals are real valued signals evaluated as
Ik = Re[sk(t)]
Qk = Im[sk(t)],
k = 1, 2 denotes the IQ modulator in the respective outphasing branches. I/Q chan-
nel data is modulated to radio frequency through two identical local oscillator (LO)
signals with phase difference of 90o. Then, these channels are added to acquire the
phase modulated RF signals SRF,k(t) as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The IQ modulated
outphasing signal SRF,k(t) is mathematically expressed as
SRF,k(t) = Ikcos(2piFct)−Qksin(2piFct).
Practical IQ modulators introduce errors in the transmitted data owing to several
misalignments. Data symbols in I and Q channels will encounter different path gains,
and phase shifts (due to imperfect LO phase shifter). Additionally, LO leakage and
DC offset error effects will result in appearance of unmodulated RF carrier in the
up-converted data signal [29]. These misalignments are prominent in outphasing
transmitters, as they impact transmitter performance on two levels: errors caused
within IQ modulators, and the relative mismatches between modulated branch sig-
nals.
Each I/Q branch signal will experience distinct gain and phase shift, with addition
of unmodulated carrier signal. This difference of operation between I/Q channels
can be modeled using parameters: differential gain gd and differential phase shift φd
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Figure 3.5: Baseband model of IQ modulator with differential misalignments gd, φd
and carrier leakage pI/Q [30].
between I and Q channels, and individual carrier offset pI/Q. A graphical presenta-
tion of quadrature modulator misalignments is shown in Fig. 3.5. I- and Q-branch
signals are offset by pI and pQ in their respective paths. Then, input signal is multi-
plied by gain constants 1+gd and 1−gd, and modulated by carrier signal with phase
difference of φd. The phase modulated signal with quadrature errors is expressed as
SRF,k(t) =
[
(1+gd)sI,k(t)+pI
]
cos(2pifct+φd) −
[
(1−gd)sQ,k(t)+pQ
]
sin(2pifct−φd).
(3.9)
Additionally, each outphasing branch will experience distinctive gain and phase shift,
termed as common branch gain gc,k and common branch phase φc,k for each branch
respectively. Representing SRF,k(t) in compact form, it’s complex envelope sm,k is
given by [31]
sm,k = gc,ke
jφc,kuksk + vks
∗
k + pk. (3.10)
The constants in (3.10) are defined by [30]
|uk| =
√
cos2φd,k + g2d,ksin
2φd,k
arg(uk) = atan(gd,ktanφd,k)
|vk| =
√
g2d,kcos
2φd,k + sin2φd,k
arg(vk) = atan(
tanφd,k
gd,k
)
pk = pI,kcos(φd,k) + pQ,ksin(φd,k) + j(pI,ksin(φd,k) + pQ,kcos(φd,k)).
Equation 3.10 shows that the major effect of IQ modulator based errors is: unwanted
amplitude modulation (AM) (due to the conjugate interference term vks∗k), and
phase distortion. The impact of IQ errors on performance of outphasing transmitter
depends on the linearity of the power amplifier. An amplitude and phase modulated
input signal will create intermodulation distortion in non-linear power amplifiers.
Furthermore, IQ mismatches will result in incomplete cancellation of the quadrature
signal e(t) at the combiner output. Thus, IQ modulator errors will compromise the
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linearity of outphasing transmitter for all power amplifier classes. The linearity
performance of outphasing transmitter under IQ modulator mismatches, essentially
depends on the amount of IQ errors (within each branch and between outphasing
branches) and power amplifier nonlinearity.
3.4 PA Imperfections
RF power amplifier is the main amplifying stage in the transmitter that handles the
highest level of RF power in the transmitter chain. Consequently, its characteristics
heavily influence power efficiency and linearity of outphasing transmitters. Even
though RF PAs are operated in a linear manner in outphasing transmitters i.e.
driven by constant envelope signals, practical RF PA circuits introduce several non-
linear effects.
Besides path imbalance, power amplifiers contribute towards the interference sig-
nal power at the combiner output through other non-linear effects. Traditional lin-
ear PAs (Class A, B, AB, C) utilize non-linear regions of operation in active devices
(transistors) to achieve optimal efficiency. The non-linear characteristics of these
amplifiers vary with process, temperature and load impedance. Though the branch
PAs are utilized in linear fashion, they will create distortion at the combiner output
owing to even slight differences in their non-linear characteristics. Linear class of
PAs can be roughly characterized as memory-less weakly non-linear components. In
this case, linear PA input-output characteristics can be represented by power series
expansion, given as
Sk(t) = aSRF,k(t) + bS
2
RF,k(t) + cS
3
RF,k(t)...
here, SRF,k(t) represents the modulated RF signal, a is the linear gain coefficient of
the PA and b, c... -depict the component non-linearity, such as non-linearity intro-
duced by power supply limitations. c represents the third-order PA characteristics
responsible for the compression effect and intermodulation [3], [26]. Fortunately,
higher order terms of power series expansion have little impact on characteristics
of practical power amplifiers. Considering the first three terms of power series ex-
pansion, the PA output signals for first-order and third-order non-linearity (at the
desired frequency) are approximated as
S1(t) ' a
[
1 +
3
4
c1
a
S2RF,1(t)
]
SRF,1(t)
S2(t) ' a
[
1 +
3
4
c2
a
S2RF,2(t)
]
SRF,2(t). (3.11)
Linear gain a is assumed to be the same for both power amplifiers. Mismatch in
non-linear characteristics of PAs could create distortion at the combiner output.
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This can be demonstrated, in the simplest manner, by expanding (3.11) for the
ideal phase modulated input signals,
S1(t) ' a
[
1 +
3
8
c1
a
α2o
]
αocos
(
wct+ φ(t) + θ(t)
)
S2(t) ' a
[
1 +
3
8
c2
a
α2o
]
αocos
(
wct+ φ(t)− θ(t)
)
. (3.12)
The above expressions only show the PA output signal terms residing at the carrier
frequency. PA nonlinearity with ideal phase modulated signals induces interference
only if the PA nonlinear responses are different, in which case the effect is equivalent
to a gain mismatch.
If the PA input signals are amplitude modulated by gk(t), the PA output signal
from (3.11) is expressed as
S1(t) ' a
[
1 +
3
8
c1
a
g21(t)
]
g1(t)cos
(
wct+ φ(t) + θ(t)
)
S2(t) ' a
[
1 +
3
8
c2
a
g22(t)
]
g2(t)cos
(
wct+ φ(t)− θ(t)
)
. (3.13)
The amplitude modulation and the AM-AM distortions g3k(t) will not be canceled
upon combining, adding to the interference seen at the combiner output. Amplitude
modulated input signal also creates AM-PM distortion in non-linear PAs, but the
power series expansion cannot predict the combination of AM-AM and AM-PM
conversion with real coefficients [32]. AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects will
be verified through simulations in Chapter 4.
Switch-mode power amplifiers drive transistors to operate as switches. The SMPA
input signal is a square-wave signal generated in the driver amplifier stages. The
driver stages may contribute towards slowing down the input signal of the PA
switches. Moreover, realistic switch-mode waveforms possess a finite number of
harmonics, owing to bandwidth limitations of preceding transmitter blocks. The
finite rise- and fall-time of real world signals, results in PA input signals which are
trapezoidal in nature. These realistic switch-mode waveforms create distortion in
the outphasing transmitters [22], [33].
Furthermore, the non-ideal switching operation of SMPAs can also introduce
distortion in the message signal. The finite switch resistance and parasitic gate-
source capacitance CGS, if not compensated, also creates distortion in the amplified
signals. The finite switch resistance varies as a function of input signal voltage level,
which could lead to AM-AM distortion in the combined signal. CGS allows current
to flow from the input to the output node during switching between voltage states,
which adds undesirable phase-modulated signal at the output, and creates AM-PM
distortion [15], [22], [24], [34].
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Figure 3.6: Chireix outphasing transmitter.
3.5 Combiner Induced Non-linearity
Power combiners generally fall into two categories: isolating (Hybrid) and non-
isolating (transmission line, transformer and Chireix) combiners. Hybrid combiners
provide good isolation between power amplifiers to ensure linear vector summation,
but much of the efficiency inherited in outphasing transmitters is lost as the canceled
power is dissipated as heat [35]. Moreover, the outphasing transmitter with an
isolating combiner demonstrates high linearity only if RF paths are balanced and
combiner is ideal [2]. These attributes advocates the use of unmatched non-isolating
power combiner for outphasing transmitters.
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, non-isolating combiners ensure efficient operation
by presenting time-varying load impedance to each branch PA. The load impedance
RL steers the DC current of the power amplifiers through the combiner output
current Io, as shown in Fig. 2.7. The output current of a non-isolating combiner is
equal to the currents flowing through each input (PA) port, I1 and I2. The output
voltage of the power amplifiers, V1 and V2 may depend on their respective output
currents I1 and I2, and we get the following expression
Io = I1 = I2 =
V1(Io) + V2(Io)
RL
.
The output current interferes with PA functions which can lead to distortion at
the combiner output. Moreover, the input ports of a lossless combiner are coupled,
so the PAs affect the output of one another through the common output current Io.
The interaction between branch amplifiers depends on the degree of influence
Io exhibits on the PA output voltage. Naturally, the choice of PA topology plays
a critical role in transmitter linearity performance. As discussed in Section 2.1,
voltage-mode Class D and Class F PA operation resembles voltage source behavior.
Their output voltage is only controlled by the phase of the driving signal, making
them a suitable candidate for the outphasing architecture [13].
In case of lossless combiners, it is not possible to simultaneously match all the
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ports [36]. Impedance mismatch between the PAs and combiner input ports will
cause reflections, which is the principle cause of linearity degradation in Chireix
outphasing transmitters [37].
Chireix combiners introduce stubs to improve combiner efficiency by matching
combiner input impedance and PA output impedance for a certain range of out-
phasing angles. The stub electric length is chosen in view of improving the average
efficiency of OT. But, the added susceptance creates a significant amount of distor-
tion for outphasing angles outside this range.
Fig. 3.6 shows a Chireix outphasing transmitter, the Chireix combiner consists of
the two transmission lines having impedance Zc, two stubs of susceptance B and a
tee junction. The power amplifiers are assumed to be identical, having a real voltage
gain G and an output impedance of Zo. The expressions for the PA output signals
and Chireix combiner output are derived in Appendix A. These expressions take into
account the reflection effects caused by impedance mismatch between PA output and
combiner input ports. From A.3, Chireix combiner output can be expressed as [23]
SOUT (t) =
2yαoGcosγ
1 + 2y2cos2γ
cos
(
wct+ φ(t)
)
cos
(
θ(t)− γ). (3.14)
The impedance mismatch, between the power amplifiers and the combiner in-
put ports, introduces both amplitude and phase distortion in the output signal.
Equation 3.14 can also be expressed in compact form as
SOUT (t) = αoKGcos
(
wct+ φ(t)
)
cos
(
θ(t)− γ). (3.15)
Here, K is constant for a given Chireix combiner configuration. Since, the input
signal from the power amplifier is αoGcos(wct + φ(t))cos(θ(t)), the non-linearity of
Chireix combiner can be quantified by the stub electrical length γ. If γ = 0 i.e.
stubs are withdrawn, Chireix outphasing transmitter becomes a linear system.
Chireix combiners exhibit high efficiency, but they create a significant amount
of in-band and OOB distortion in outphasing transmitters. Accordingly, the choice
of power combiner plays a critical role in determining the transmitter’s linearity
and efficiency performance. Selection of the power combiner depends on the stan-
dard specifications for a certain outphasing transmitter application as well as the
performance of the preceding blocks.
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4. TX SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS
The outphasing transmitter (OT) is a good candidate for next generation trans-
mitters; it can efficiently amplify high PAPR signals with good linearity. However,
the phase modulated (PM) signals in OT have very wide bandwidth. This can be
attributed to the quadrature signal e(t), which is added to the message signal to ob-
tain the constant envelope PM signals. The power spectrum of the phase modulated
signals extends into the out-of-band region, interfering with signals in adjacent and
alternate channels. For an ideal balanced transmitter, e(t) signal power is canceled
during recombination. Any mismatch or non-linearity encountered by the phase
modulated signals will result in incomplete cancellation of the quadrature signal,
creating in-band and out-of-band distortion. The propagation of wideband signals
in congruent RF paths decreases the error tolerances in TX components, making lin-
earity performance pivotal to commercialization of OT. Linearity performance of OT
can be degraded by all component imperfections, which include limitations of dig-
ital signal processing, phase (IQ) modulator based errors, path/delay mismatches,
power amplifier imperfections and combiner non-linearity.
4.1 Simulation Setup
Outphasing transmitter system-level model is utilized in this study to analyze its
linearity performance for imbalances present in practical circuits. Its behavioral
model was developed and analyzed in Matlab [38].
Fig.4.1 shows the outphasing transmitter model implementation in Matlab. OFDM
symbols are generated using 64-QAM subcarrier modulation. The generated multi-
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Figure 4.1: Outphasing transmitter implementation in Matlab.
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carrier signal is an LTE downlink signal, consisting of 7 OFDM symbols - equivalent
to 1 LTE slot. The OFDM symbols are windowed by a root-raised cosine window
and interpolated to obtain the input signal x(t). The digital baseband signal x(t)
is converted into polar form and processed in Signal Component Separator (SCS)
to acquire the outphased signals. These signals are further oversampled using in-
terpolators, which are used to model the digital-to-analog converters (DAC) in the
simulator. Outphased waveforms are modulated to carrier frequency by IQ modu-
lator based up-converter. The PM signals are amplified by linear (ideal Class A),
non-linear or switch-mode power amplifiers. The non-linear amplifier is character-
ized by Ghorbani model, which matches well the practical AM/AM and AM/PM
characteristics of the FET power amplifier [39]. Finally, the amplified signals from
RF branches are recombined in the power combiner.
Carrier frequency of 2.5 GHz was set for all simulation results, the simulations
include multiple single-carrier and aggregated carrier bandwidth cases. Graphs in
the following sections include three single-carrier bandwidth (BW) cases: 5 MHz,
10 MHz and 20 MHz, and four aggregated-carrier bandwidth cases: 40 MHz, 60
MHz, 80 MHz and 100 MHz. According to the concept of relative bandwidth, the
outphasing transmitter is regarded as a narrowband system for the simulated carrier
frequency and bandwidth cases. Relative bandwidth is defined as [40], [41]
BW% =
FH − FL
FH + FL
× 200,
where, FH and FL are the upper and lower band edges of the signal respectively.
Outphasing transmitter for largest bandwidth case (100 MHz) and carrier frequency
(2.5 GHz) has relative bandwidth of 8%. A system with relative bandwidth less than
15% is generally considered as a narrowband system.
Out-of-band emissions are particularly affected by any imbalances encountered in
the outphasing architecture. Residual power of e(t) at the combiner output spreads
into adjacent and alternate channels, creating distortion in out-of-band region. The
undesired spectral regrowth around the carrier is measured by Adjacent Channel
Leakage Power Ratio (ACLR), as defined in Section 3.1. Minimum allowable ACLR
limit, defined by 3GPP [27], is 45 dB for LTE base station transmitter. This limit
has been used as a benchmark for measuring maximum allowable imbalances in
this study. The behavior of the outphasing transmitter for each imperfection is
determined separately, to thoroughly investigate the performance limitations.
The following sections incorporate outphasing transmitter (0 amplitude bit reso-
lution) and multilevel OT simulation results for sinusoidal and pulsed LO-waveform
based phase modulation. Pulsed LO-waveform based results are exhibited exclu-
sively for OT, because phase glitches occur in MLINC when switching between
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Figure 4.2: LINC spectra for sinusoidal and square-wave carrier based PM.
amplitude states, leading to broadening of the spectrum of the PM signals. This
nonlinear content extends onto the desired and adjacent channels and limits the
achievable ACLR (even without any mismatches).
The pulsed LO-waveform based phase modulation in outphasing transmitter is
analogous to ideal switch-mode power amplification, and sinusoidal LO-waveform
based phase modulation is analogous to ideal linear power amplification. Square-
wave carrier based PM will be referred to SMPA and sinusoidal carrier based PM
will be referred as Linear PA in the following sections.
4.2 Linearity of Square-Wave Carrier Based PM
Before proceeding with the analysis of OT linearity under mismatches, this study will
shortly discuss the linearity performance limitations experienced in OT with square-
wave carrier based phase (IQ) modulator. Outphasing transmitter with pulsed LO
based phase modulator experiences higher distortion in comparison to its sinusoidal
counterpart, which results from discrete-time signal processing of the outphasing
signals φ(t) + θ(t) and φ(t) − θ(t). This fact is discussed in details below. The
Fourier series expansion for a 50% duty-cycle square-wave carrier is
SLO(t) =
∞∑
n=1,3,5,..
4
npi
cos(n(wct)). (4.1)
The LO signal spectrum is composed of the local oscillator signal at the desired
frequency and the odd-order harmonics, as seen in (4.1). LO signal is modulated
with the outphasing signals to obtain,
SRF,k(t) =
∞∑
n=1,3,..
4
npi
cos
(
n(wct+ Φk(t))
)
, Φk=1,2(t) = φ(t)± θ(t).
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The outphasing signals from DAC contain undesired spectral images at the mul-
tiples of the sampling frequency. These images are created due to sampling (in-
terpolation) of the signal, and are insufficiently attenuated by the sample-and-hold
operation. The phase modulated signal in the presence of spectral images
SRF,k(t) =
∞∑
n=1,3,..
4
npi
cos
(
nwct+ n
(
Φo(t) +
∑
i
Φi(t)
))
(4.2)
here Φo(t) represents the baseband component of phase signal and
∑
i Φi(t) repre-
sents the sampling images at multiples of the sampling frequency. Expanding (4.2)
to acquire [42]
SRF,k(t) =
∞∑
n=1,3,..
4
npi
(
cos(nwct)cos
(
nΦo(t) + n
∑
i
Φi(t)
)
− sin(nwct)sin
(
nΦo(t) + n
∑
i
Φi(t)
))
(4.3)
The DAC images (which are high with a zero-order hold (ZOH) DAC) mix with
carrier harmonics (when PAs are highly nonlinear, e.g. switching) to create inter-
ference around the carrier, which decreases the signal-to-interference ratio. The
spectra for outphasing transmitter with sinusoidal and square-wave carrier based
phase modulators is shown in Fig. 4.2. There is ~24 dB difference in ACLR perfor-
mance of both ideal transmitters for ZOH DAC. In order to improve performance
of LINC scheme with square-wave carrier based PM, the results in the following
sections are obtained for first order-hold (FOH) DAC, which was proposed in [42].
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Figure 4.3: Spectra of LINC TX schemes with and without path imbalance: ∆G =
0.25%,∆Φ = 0.4o.
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4.3 Path Mismatches
This section discusses linearity performance of outphasing transmitter for path im-
balance. The linearity performance results of LINC and MLINC architecture for
sinusoidal local oscillator (LO) based IQ modulator, and LINC results for pulsed-LO
based IQ up-conversion are presented. The impact of path mismatch on LINC/MLINC
is evaluated for an ideal transmitter architecture with only amplitude or phase mis-
match between branch power amplifiers.
4.3.1 LINC Transmitter
Figure 4.3 illustrates outphasing transmitter output spectra for ideal and mis-
matched LINC scheme with pulsed and sinusoidal-LO based phase modulator. A
perfectly linear LINC transmitter will utilize a sinusoidal LO waveform based phase
modulator, Class A (linear) power amplifiers and isolated combiner. Adjacent chan-
nel leakage ratio (ACLR) for ideal LINC TX (green colored spectrum) is ~76 dB,
which is mostly contributed by quantization noise. Path mismatches (amplitude
mismatch of 0.25% and phase imbalance of 0.4o) reduce ACLR to ~50 dB by intro-
ducing residual power of the quadrature signal e(t) around the carrier frequency. OT
spectrum (SMPA) introduces higher interference power (~67 dB ACLR) in adjacent
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Figure 4.4: ACLR vs BW for (linear PA) LINC under amplitude imbalances, theo-
retical values (yellow dots) are evaluated for 0.25, 1, and 3% amplitude imbalances).
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Figure 4.5: ACLR vs BW for (SMPA) LINC under amplitude imbalances.
channels, due to the mixing of DAC images with wideband odd-order harmonics.
This scheme also exhibits ~50 dB ACLR under the specific path imbalance.
In Fig. 4.4, the amplitude imbalance is varied from 0.25% to 5% for LINC
(Linear PA) scheme. The results are acquired for a 64-QAM OFDM signal of 10
bit phase resolution. ACLR performance curves for LINC are in good agreement
with (3.4), the theoretical results are represented by yellow-colored symbols. The
consistency of the two results indicates that linearity of the LINC scheme, under
amplitude mismatch, is mostly influenced by the residual power of the quadrature
signal e(t). Carrier aggregated OFDM signals exhibit virtually constant ACLR for
a given amplitude mismatch (between ∆G = 0.25 to 2%) irrespective of signal
bandwidth. Because, the residual amount of quadrature signal power at the com-
biner output essentially depends the quantity of amplitude mismatch between the
branches. Though, e(t) signal spectrum depends on input signal properties, such
as bandwidth, its effect becomes apparent for larger amplitude imbalances (3% and
above).
Figure 4.5 presents ACLR results for LINC (SMPA) scheme under amplitude
imbalance range: 0.25% to 5%. The results for this scheme are comparable to the
results acquired for LINC (Linear PA) TX, suggesting that amplitude mismatch
considerably influences OOB distortion for (SMPA) LINC as well. As mentioned in
section 4.1, these graphs represent performance of OFDM signals
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with moderate carrier-to-bandwidth ratios, where amplitude mismatch mostly con-
tributes towards interference power in adjacent channels.
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Figure 4.6: ACLR vs BW for (linear PA) LINC under phase imbalances, the theo-
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Figure 4.8: Spectra for LINC/MLINC schemes (Linear PA) under path mismatches:
∆G/Go = 0.25%, ∆Φ = 0.4o.
Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 illustrate ACLR results for the LINC transmitter (Linear PA
and SMPA respectively) for the phase mismatch effects. The linearity performance
of LINC (Linear PA) TX conforms with (3.4), the theoretical results are represented
by yellow-colored symbols, suggesting that OOB distortion mainly arises from the
uncanceled power quadrature signal during recombination. Linearity of the LINC
schemes (Linear PA and SMPA) follows the same trends, under the influence of
phase mismatches, as the performance of LINC TX for amplitude mismatch effects.
Amplitude and phase mismatch originate from the same circuit imperfections, their
impact on linearity performance of LINC transmitter is identical.
In order to meet the LTE downlink ACLR specification of 45 dB, amplitude im-
balance of 1% and phase imbalance of 0.6o (for both Linear PA and SMPA cases)
is the maximum acceptable mismatch between LINC branches, given that all other
performance parameters are ideal. This tolerance margin is further limited in prac-
tical transmitters, when other non-linearity inducing effects come into play.
4.3.2 MLINC Transmitter
Figure 4.8 illustrates the spectra of (Linear PA) LINC and MLINC schemes under
the effects of path mismatches. ACLR of the ideal LINC TX for an 80 MHz OFDM
signal is ~76 dB. It improves to ~81 dB for the ideal 1-bit MLINC TX, as the adjacent
channel distortion, mostly contributed by quantization noise power, decreases with
increase in amplitude resolution. Path mismatch (amplitude mismatch of 0.25% and
phase mismatch of 0.4o) reduces ACLR to ~50 dB and ~56 dB for LINC and MLINC
schemes, respectively. These results show that linearity of outphasing transmitter,
with and without path mismatches, improves by 5 − 6 dB for 1-bit increase in
amplitude resolution.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show linearity performance of 1-bit MLINC transmitter for
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Figure 4.9: ACLR vs BW for (Linear PA) MLINC under amplitude imbalances.
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Figure 4.10: ACLR vs BW for (Linear PA) MLINC under phase imbalances.
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Figure 4.11: Multi-bit OT linearity performance under amplitude imbalances.
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Figure 4.12: Multi-bit OT linearity performance under phase imbalances.
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Figure 4.13: Outphasing Tx spectra for delay imbalance: ∆τ = 0.5ps.
multiple amplitude and phase mismatch cases. In comparison to the LINC scheme,
ACLR for a particular amplitude/phase mismatch case improves by 3 − 7 dB for
1-bit (2 amplitude levels) MLINC transmitter. OOB distortion in OT decreases
with increase in amplitude bits, because the power of the quadrature signal, from
(2.2), decreases with reduction in peak amplitude level αmax. In essence, in order
to meet the LTE downlink ACLR specification of 45 dB, amplitude imbalance of
2%, and phase imbalance of 1o is the maximum acceptable mismatch for (Linear
PA) MLINC scheme, given that all other performance parameters are ideal. This
tolerance margin will further shrink in practical transmitters as other non-linear
effects come into play.
Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 demonstrate the attainable ACLR versus the number of
amplitude bits of (Linear PA) outphasing transmitter under amplitude and phase
imbalances, respectively. The results are obtained for 0-4 amplitude bit (1-16 am-
plitude levels) OT, under the effect of uniform path mismatch applied to each PA
pair. The input signal is a 64-QAM OFDM signal of 80 MHz bandwidth and 10 bit
phase resolution. ACLR of the outphasing transmitter improves around 5−9 dB for
increase in each amplitude bit (for all path mismatch cases). Thus, ACLR above a
certain threshold can be maintained efficiently for higher amplitude bit outphasing
transmitters. The tolerance margin for path mismatch effects improves with ampli-
tude bit resolution, given that other nonlinearity inducing effects are negligible.
4.4 Delay Imbalance
In this section, linearity performance of outphasing transmitter is presented under
delay mismatches. Propagation delay mismatch between the RF signals is created by
inevitable process and component variations, it can considerably affect the linearity
of outphasing transmitters. The ACLR results, illustrated in the following figures,
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Figure 4.14: ACLR vs BW for (Linear PA) LINC under delay imbalances, the theo-
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are acquired for an ideal outphasing transmitter under the influence of a fixed delay
mismatch, which is introduced to one of the RF branch signals.
Figure 4.13 illustrates the output spectra of LINC and MLINC schemes, under
the influence of delay mismatch, ∆τ = 0.5ps. ACLR for LINC (Linear PA and
SMPA) schemes is about 48 dB, which is mostly contributed by residual power
of the quadrature signal e(t) around the carrier frequency. The OOB distortion
reduces in MLINC scheme due to higher amplitude bit resolution, and it exhibits ~6
dB improvement in ACLR for the same amount of delay mismatch present between
RF signals.
4.4.1 LINC Transmitter
In Fig. 4.14, delay mismatch is varied between 0.25 to 3 ps for LINC (Linear PA)
scheme. The results are acquired for a 64-QAM OFDM signal of 10 bit phase
resolution. The linearity performance curves indicate that a delay mismatch of 0.25
ps can degrade ACLR of LINC TX by ~25 dB. Theoretical results obtained from
(3.8), represented by yellow-colored symbols, vary from the simulated results. The
difference probably arises from the approximation in (3.7). Since a phase mismatch
approximation only grasps some of the effects of the delay mismatch, the theoretical
results are giving optimistic values for the ACLR.
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Figure 4.15: ACLR vs. BW for various delay mismatches for LINC (SMPA).
Figure 4.15 presents ACLR results for LINC (SMPA) scheme under delay imbal-
ance range: 0.125 to 3 ps. The linearity performance results for this scheme are
comparable to the results acquired for LINC (Linear PA) TX, suggesting that the
residual power of the quadrature signal considerably influences OOB distortion for
this case as well. As mentioned in section 4.1, these graphs represent performance
of OFDM signals with moderate carrier-to-bandwidth ratios, where delay mismatch
mostly contributes towards interference power in adjacent channels.
LTE downlink performance specifications can be satisfied for delay imbalance of
0.5ps for LINC (Linear PA and SMPA) TX, given that all other linearity influencing
effects are negligible. The tolerance window in the range of picoseconds leads to
stringent matching requirements for OT, this margin is further limited by other
co-existing non-linearity inducing effects.
4.4.2 MLINC Transmitter
Figure 4.16 shows linearity performance of 1-bit MLINC transmitter under delay
imbalance varied between 0.25 to 7 ps. In comparison to the LINC TX, ACLR for
a particular delay mismatch case improves by 5 − 6 for 1-bit (2 amplitude levels)
MLINC transmitter. OT performance under delay mismatch follows similar trends
as OT performance for path mismatch effects. A uniform (across each PA pair)
delay mismatch of 1 ps is the maximum acceptable mismatch for a 1-bit MLINC
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Figure 4.16: ACLR vs. BW various delay mismatches b/w MLINC branches.
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TX, given that other non-linear effects are negligible.
Fig. 4.17 demonstrates the achievable ACLR versus the number of amplitude
bits of (Linear PA) outphasing transmitter under delay imbalances. The results
are obtained for 0-4 amplitude bit (1-16 amplitude levels) OT, under the effect of
uniform path mismatch applied to each PA pair. The input signal is a 64-QAM
OFDM signal of 80 MHz bandwidth and 10 bit phase resolution. ACLR of the
outphasing transmitter improves around 5− 7 dB for increase in each amplitude bit
(for all delay mismatch cases). ACLR above a certain threshold can be maintained
efficiently for higher amplitude bit outphasing transmitters. The tolerance margin
for delay mismatch effects also improves with amplitude bit resolution, given that
other nonlinearity inducing effects are negligible.
4.5 Quadrature Modulator Mismatches
This section analyzes the effects of IQ modulator errors on the outphasing transmit-
ter. I and Q components of outphased signals experience different gains and phase
shifts in I- and Q- branches respectively. In addition, a portion of the unmodulated
RF carrier appears in the modulator branch paths due to the LO leakage effect.
IQ mismatches cause the PM signals to have a non-constant envelope, which could
lead to AM/AM and AM/PM distortion in the PAs. IQ modulator imbalances also
result in partial cancellation of the quadrature signal during recombination. I/Q
modulator impairments are usually described in terms of differential gain gd, differ-
ential phase Φd and carrier leakage c, as was described in Section 3.3. Outphasing
transmitter utilizes at least two phase modulators, and naturally each branch signal
experiences a unique set of parameters.
Outphasing transmitter is built around the idea that a major portion of non-
linearity generated by the power amplifier can be avoided for constant envelope
signals. But spurious amplitude modulation is inevitable in practical transceivers
and it creates distortion. I/Q modulator errors are one of the contributing factors
to amplitude variation in pure phase modulated signals. The results presented
in this section are obtained for scenarios built to understand the two-fold effect
of I/Q errors: residual power of quadrature signal at the combiner output and
inter-modulation distortion created by PA non-linearity. The quadrature modulator
impairments are simulated for the following scenarios:
• Scenario A: I/Q modulators function in an ideal manner i.e. without any
imbalances or imperfections.
• Scenario B: It generates a small I/Q error with slight variation in the parameter
values of both branches. The I/Q error parameters utilized here are as follows:
gd = 0.05 dB, Φd = 0.05o for phase modulator of branch 1 and gd = 0.03 dB,
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Figure 4.18: Outphasing Tx spectra under IQ modulator mismatches: Scenario D.
Φd = 0.03
o for phase modulator of branch 2 with carrier leakage −63 dBc
(in both modulators). These impairments create amplitude modulation in the
up-converted signals, the range of envelope variation, obtained from (3.10), is
±0.36% and ±0.245% of input signal magnitude αmax, in branches 1 and 2
respectively [30].
• Scenario C: I/Q modulator parameters used for this scenario are: gd = 0.1 dB,
Φd = 0.1
o for phase modulator of branch 1 and gd = 0.14 dB, Φd = 0.14o for
phase modulator of branch 2 with carrier leakage −63 dBc (in both modula-
tors). These errors leads to amplitude variation in the modulated signals, the
range of envelope variation is ±0.656%, and ±0.89% of αmax, in branches 1
and 2 respectively.
• Scenario D: I/Q modulator parameters used in this scenario are as follows:
gd = 0.7 dB, Φd = 0.7o in phase modulator of branch 1 and gd = 0.74 dB,
Φd = 0.74
o in phase modulator of branch 2 with carrier leakage −61.9 dBc (in
both modulators). These resultant amplitude variation is ±4.3% and ±4.56%
of αmax, in branches 1 and 2 respectively.
• Scenario E: I/Q modulator parameters used in this scenario are as follows:
gd = 1 dB, Φd = 1o in phase modulator of branch 1 and gd = 1.2 dB, Φd =
1.2o in phase modulator of branch 2 with carrier leakage −61.9 dBc (in both
modulators). These resultant amplitude variation is ±6.24% and ±7.56% of
αmax, in branches 1 and 2 respectively.
Figure 4.18 illustrates the spectra of outphasing transmitter with linear, non-
linear and switch-mode PAs under the influence of IQ modulator mismatches (Sce-
nario D). Outphasing transmitter (Linear PA) achieves an ACLR of ~59 dB under
IQ errors, which is largely constrained by the residual power of e(t). PA non-linear
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effects combined with IQ errors reduce ACLR to 33.1 dB and 31 dB for non-linear
and switch-mode PA cases, respectively. The envelope fluctuation in the non-linear
and switch-mode power amplifiers results in a significant amount of intermodulation
distortion in the outphasing transmitters.
In Fig. 4.19, Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21, ACLR results are illustrated for lin-
ear, non-linear and switch-mode PAs respectively, under the influence of quadrature
modulator mismatches. IQ modulator mismatches create amplitude and phase dis-
tortion in the RF phased modulated signals, which leads to linearity degradation
in outphasing transmitters. The best ACLR results for the given IQ mismatches
are obtained for (Class A) OT, and lowest ACLR results are achieved for (SMPA)
OT. Because, Linear PAs do not induce any non-linearity in OT, the residual power
of the quadrature signal chiefly contributes towards OOB distortion. The IQ er-
rors create intermodulation distortion in (non-linear PA) OT due to AM-AM and
AM-PM conversion effects, which reduces the ACLR by 9 − 16 dB (in comparison
to Linear-PA OT). The IQ mismatches also create intermodulation distortion in
(SMPA) OT, which degrades ACLR by 10 − 17 dB (in comparison to Linear-PA
OT), for the simulated IQ modulator imbalances.
In order to meet the LTE downlink ACLR specification of 45 dB, IQ modula-
tor mismatches presented in Scenario C are the maximum acceptable mismatches
for non-linear PA and SMPA outphasing transmitters, given that all other perfor-
mance parameters are ideal. This tolerance margin is further limited in practical
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Figure 4.19: ACLR vs BW for (linear PA) OT under I/Q modulator errors.
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Figure 4.20: ACLR vs BW for (non-linear PA) OT under I/Q modulator errors.
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Figure 4.21: ACLR vs BW for (SMPA) OT under I/Q modulator errors.
transmitters in the presence of other non-linear effects.
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Figure 4.22: Outphasing transmitter spectra for variation in the third-order charac-
teristics (∆c/c) of non-linear PAs.
4.6 PA Imperfections
This section discusses the differences in non-linear characteristics of power amplifiers
and their impact on the linearity of the outphasing transmitters.
4.6.1 PA non-linear characteristics
Due to process and component tolerances, power amplifiers in symmetric RF paths
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Figure 4.23: ACLR vs BW of (non-linear PA) OT for for variation in the third-order
characteristics (∆c/c).
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Figure 4.24: Outphasing transmitter spectra under finite rise/fall time.
are not matched; PAs exhibit dissimilar non-linear characteristics, which affects
the linearity performance of outphasing transmitters. Figure 4.22 illustrates the
spectra of (non-linear PA) LINC scheme under the effects of dissimilar PA third-
order characteristics (∆c). The achieved ACLR for a balanced OT with identical
PAs is about 78 dB, which reduces to 53 dB and 41 dB for the mismatches (0.5%
and 2% ∆c/c, respectively) in third-order characteristics of the PAs.
Figure 4.23 shows the ACLR results for outphasing transmitters under the in-
fluence of mismatches in PA third-order characteristics (∆c). PA nonlinearity with
ideal phase modulated signals induces interference only if the PA nonlinear responses
are different, in which case the effect is equivalent to a gain mismatch. The LTE
downlink specifications can be met for an outphasing transmitter with 1% variation
in the third-order characteristics of the branch power amplifiers. This tolerance
window will further be limited in practical power amplifiers, exhibiting higher-order
non-linearity and memory effects.
4.6.2 Finite Rise/Fall Time
The realistic pulses of SMPA driving signals are trapezoidal in nature, these pulses
affect the efficiency and linearity of the outphasing transmitters. Figure 4.24 shows
the spectra of the outphasing transmitter for pulsed signals with finite rise- and fall-
time. The outphasing transmitter, with uniform rise/fall time in both branches, does
not introduce any additional interference power, besides the interference created in
square-wave carrier based OT due to the mixing of DAC images with the carrier
harmonics. The mismatch in the pulse rise/fall time introduces distortion, resulting
in ACLR of about 40 dB and 30 dB for 1% and 2% difference in rise/fall times (Trf )
of the RF signals, respectively.
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Figure 4.25: ACLR vs BW for (SMPA) OT exhibiting finite rise/fall time.
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Figure 4.26: ACLR vs BW for (SMPA) OT exhibiting finite rise/fall time.
Figure 4.25 shows the linearity performance of (SMPA) LINC transmitter under
the effects of finite rise- and fall- time. The ACLR results for uniform rise/fall time
of 5% in both branch signals, are comparable to the ACLR results acquired for an
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ideal/balanced (SMPA) LINC TX (see Scenario A in Fig. 4.21). ACLR degrades
with the increase in mismatch of rise/fall time between the branch signals.
The linearity performance of the outphasing transmitter is not much affected
(up to a certain limit) by the absolute rise/fall time, this is demonstrated with the
help of Fig. 4.26. The ACLR results under a uniform rise/fall time of 25% (of
the pulse time period) are similar to the ACLR results achieved for the uniform
rise/fall time of 5% (of the pulse time period). Moreover, the ACLR results in Fig.
4.26 follow the same trends as the results shown in Fig. 4.25. Thus, the linearity
of outphasing transmitters depends only on the relative mismatch (up to a certain
limit) in rise- and fall- time of the outphasing branch signals. In order to meet LTE
downlink specification of 45 dB ACLR, less than 0.5% difference in rise/fall time
can be tolerated in the outphasing transmitters. This tolerance margin will further
be limited in practical (SMPA) outphasing transmitters due to other co-existing
non-linear effects.
4.7 Linearity of Chireix Outphasing TX
This section discusses the nonlinearity introduced by lossless combiners and its effect
on the overall performance of the (ideal) outphasing transmitter. The performance
results of 0-bit outphasing transmitter are presented for the hybrid and Chireix
combiners.
Figure 4.27 shows the spectra of (SMPA) OT with the hybrid and Chireix com-
biners. ACLR for an ideal transmitter i.e. balanced OT with a hybrid combiner is
65 dB. The Chireix combiner creates amplitude and phase distortion in the outphas-
ing transmitter, and reduces the ACLR to ~29 dB and ~13 dB for the stub electric
lengths of 1o and 82o, respectively. The stub electric length, for the later case, is
evaluated for the most occurring signal level, which is 82o for this realization.
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Figure 4.27: Outphasing transmitter spectra for Hybrid and Chireix combiners.
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Figure 4.28: ACLR simulation results for Chireix OT with SMPA.
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Figure 4.29: ACLR simulation results for Chireix OT with Linear PA.
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Table 4.1: PAPR and most frequently occurring θ(t) of multicarrier OFDM signals.
BW (MHz) 5 10 20 40 60 80 100
PAPR (dB) 7.93 8.1 8.98 9.57 9.97 10.5 10.79
θ(t) (deg) 73.4 74.4 75.9 78.6 77.89 78.75 79.05
In Fig. 4.28 the Chireix (SMPA) outphasing TX results are presented for various
stub electric lengths γ. The ACLR results are acquired for a 64-QAM OFDM signal
of 0 bit amplitude and 10 bit phase resolution. The Chireix combiner parameters
are evaluated for the specific stub electric lengths, following the design procedure
adopted in [23]. The ideal ACLR curves (green-colored) represent the performance
of OT with a hybrid combiner, which a linear combiner. The linearity performance
of (SMPA) OT with the hybrid combiner is restricted only by the interference cre-
ated by the mixing of DAC with the carrier harmonics, as discussed in Section 4.2.
While, the Chireix combiner nonlinear effects create a significant amount of distor-
tion in outphasing transmitters, and reduce the ACLR to < 30 dB. The combiner
nonlinearity creates a significant amount of distortion in the OOB region even for
stub electric lengths varying between 0.1o and 1o. The multicarrier OFDM signals
exhibit high PAPR, naturally the probability density function (PDF) for the out-
phasing angle θ(t) is uneven with high occurrence of angles close to 90o. As shown
in 4.1, the most frequently occurring outphasing angle is > 70o for all the simulated
cases. The ACLR results of Chireix outphasing TX obtained for θ(t) between 30o
and 80o are < 20 dB. Hence, Chireix outphasing transmitters with SMPAs exhibit
high efficiency at the cost of severe degradation of linearity.
Figure 4.29 shows linearity performance results of Chireix OT with linear power
amplifiers. Though, this architecture is not feasible practically (as discussed in Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.4.1), it is simulated for the purpose of examining the effect of stub
length on the linearity of Chireix outphasing transmitters. Chireix combiners in-
troduce a significant amount of distortion even in the linear/balanced outphasing
transmitters, but the ACLR results are much worst for (SMPA) Chireix OT (indicat-
ing that carrier harmonics are mixing with Chireix combiner induced non-linearity).
Both cases produce similar ACLR results for large outphasing angles. It can be
observed that the linearity performance of OT depends on the stub’s electric length
γ, as was discussed in Section 3.5.
Chireix outphasing transmitters for SMPAs do not meet the LTE downlink ACLR
specification of 45 dB for any simulated cases. The digital phase predistortion may
be used to linearize Chireix transmitters [43], [44].
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5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Research Summary
In this thesis, a quantitative analysis of the linearity performance of outphasing
radio transmitters is presented for LTE base station applications, under RF path
mismatches and non-linear effects. The major contributors towards linearity degra-
dation in outphasing transmitters have been discussed, and their impact is analyzed
in terms of ACLR specifications for LTE downlink transmission.
Theoretical analysis complemented by simulation results showed that path im-
balance and delay imbalance are one of the major contributing factors to the ACLR
degradation in outphasing transmitters. These mismatches result in only partial
cancellation of the wideband quadrature signal at the combiner output. Quadra-
ture signal power constitutes a considerable amount of interference in the LINC
transmitter, diminishing the impact of quantization noise on the linearity of LINC
transmitter.
IQ modulator mismatches, present within each phase modulator and between the
branch phase modulators, introduce amplitude and phase modulation into the phase
modulator output signals. The quadrature modulator mismatches, in conjunction
with amplifier nonlinearity, result in a significant amount of spectral regrowth in
the out-of-band region, as well as in-band interference. The amplitude modulation,
created by quadrature mismatches, produces a large amount of intermodulation
distortion in outphasing transmitter with switch-mode PAs.
Power amplifiers heavily influence linearity of outphasing transmitters. A small
mismatch in non-linear characteristics of branch PAs results in significant distortion
around the carrier frequency. Realistic square-wave signals exhibit finite rise- and
fall- time, which also creates spectral leakage in the combined signal. Any amplitude
modulation in the phase modulated signals (due to e.g. IQ modulator imbalance),
will make PA nonlinearity effects much worse. The ACLR results for outphasing
transmitters indicate that the relative values of mismatches (in symmetric RF paths)
are more important for obtaining minimal distortion, than the absolute mismatches
encountered in the respective branches.
In outphasing transmitters with hybrid combiners, non-linearity is either caused
by the branch imbalances or PA non-linear effects. Chireix outphasing transmitters,
on the other hand, create a significant amount of distortion in OOB region. It was
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Table 5.1: Max. tolerable imbalances (to keep ACLR > 45 dB) in outphasing TX.
Imbalance ∆G/G ∆Φ ∆τ IQ errors ∆c/c ∆Trf Chireix OT
LPA-LINC 1% 0.6o 0.5 ps Scenario D 1 1% 2 - -
SMPA-LINC 1% 0.6o 0.5 ps Scenario C 1 - < 0.5% stubless
1-bit MLINC3 2% 1o 1 ps - - - -
2-bit MLINC3 < 5% < 4o < 3 ps - - - -
observed, that the Chireix combiner induced non-linearity is the dominant source of
interference, because ACLR is low even with the linear PAs, but much worse with
SMPAs (indicating that the carrier harmonics are mixing with Chireix combiner non-
linearity). The ACLR results also highlight that electrically longer stubs are more
non-linear, which is unfavorable for OFDM signals (largely exhibiting outphasing
angles close to 90o, thus requiring longer stub lengths). This makes mandatory the
compensation of Chireix combiner induced non-linearity in outphasing transmitters.
Table 5.1 represents the maximum tolerable mismatches, in outphasing transmit-
ters,for LTE downlink ACLR specification of 45 dB. Such accuracy is impractical in
real implementations, and therefore some form of linearization is needed in outphas-
ing transmitters. The tolerance margin for each mismatch will further be limited in
practical circuits, when all these non-linearity inducing effects co-exist in outphasing
transmitters.
5.2 Future Research Directions
The linearity of outphasing transmitters is a broad research topic, which includes
the discussion of distortion created in the in-band and out-of-band frequency re-
gions. The system-level model could be built to analyze in-band distortion through
error vector magnitude (EVM). Furthermore, the model can be developed to in-
clude specific models such as PA models, in order to accurately predict the linearity
of outphasing transmitters, and analyze their performance for various compensa-
tion/linearization techniques. Multi-level outphasing transmitter performance can
be analyzed under non-uniform mismatches and the simulation results can be au-
thenticated by the prototypes of outphasing transmitter.
1 See Section 4.5
2 Results for non-linear PAs characterized by Ghorbani model
3 For Class A (LPA)
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A. APPENDIX A
A.1 Input signal expressions of Chireix combiner
This appendix presents the output expressions for the PAs and the Chireix combiner
resulting from the reflection effects, caused by impedance mismatch between the
amplifiers and the combiner. The PA output expressions were utilized in the Matlab
simulator to analyze the linearity performance of the Chireix outphasing transmitter.
Considering a Chireix outphasing transmitter shown in Fig. 3.6 (presented in
Section 3.5). The RF power amplifiers are assumed to be identical i.e. having a real
voltage gain G and an output impedance of Zo. The Chireix combiner consists of
the following: transmission lines having impedance Zc, two stubs of susceptance B
and a tee junction. The input ports of the Chireix combiner are not matched to the
output ports of RF PAs, resulting in reflections. The reflected signals add with the
incoming signal and modify the existing outphasing angle θ(t) to θ′(t). From [37],
the branch signals are composed of incident and reflected signals, expressed as
SPA,1(t) = αoG
∣∣1 + Γ(β, θ′(t))∣∣cos(wct+ φ(t) + θ′(t))
SPA,2(t) = αoG
∣∣1 + Γ(−β,−θ′(t))∣∣cos(wct+ φ(t)− θ′(t)), (A.1)
where, Γ(−β,−θ′(t)) and Γ∗(β, θ′(t)) are the reflection coefficients seen by the power
amplifiers. These reflection coefficients depend on the stub constant β, which is
expressed as
β =
BZc
2
ZL
,
and the modified outphasing angle θ′(t). Here, ZL is the load impedance of the
Chireix combiner. The reflection coefficients for the two power amplifiers are equal,
Γ(−β,−θ′(t)) = Γ∗(β, θ′(t)),
which follows that the PA output signals have the same magnitude and opposite
phases as a function of time [37]. SPA,1(t) and SPA,2(t) are summed in the combiner
to obtain,
SOUT = SPA,1(t)+SPA,2(t) = 2yαoG
∣∣1+Γ(β, θ′(t))∣∣cos(wct+φ(t))cos(θ′(t)), (A.2)
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here, y = (Zo/Zc) is the normalized characteristic admittance of the Chireix lines.
The combiner output in A.2 is expressed in terms of the modified outphasing angle
θ′(t). From [23], it can also be expressed as a function of the θ(t)
SOUT (t) =
2yαoGcosγ
1 + 2y2cos2γ
cos
(
wct+ φ(t)
)
cos
(
θ(t)− γ), (A.3)
where, γ is the electrical stub length and γ = tan(y2β). In order to express power
amplifier output signals in terms of the original outphasing angle, the following
derivation is undertaken. From A.1 and A.2, we can observe that
SPA,1/2(t) =
SOUT
2y
(
1± tan(θ′(t))tan(wct+ φ(t))). (A.4)
Using A.3 to substitute the expression for SOUT in A.4, we get
SPA,1/2(t) =
αoGcosγ
1 + 2y2cos2γ
cos
(
wct+φ(t)
)
cos
(
θ(t)−γ)(1±tan(θ′(t))tan(wct+φ(t))),
and replacing tan(θ′(t)) with the equivalent expression from [23],
SPA,1/2(t) = αoKG
[
cos
(
wct+ φ(t)
)
cos
(
θ(t)− γ)±
sin(wct+ φ(t))
(sin(θ(t)− γ) + 2y2sin(θ(t))cos(γ)
cos(θ(t)− γ)
)]
, (A.5)
here, K is a constant for a given Chireix combiner configuration
K =
cosγ
1 + 2y2cos2γ
.
The above expressions (A.5) for PA output signals are simplified to get
SPA,1(t) = αoGK
(
cos
(
wct+ φ(t)− (θ(t)− γ)
)
+ y2cos(γ)
[
cos
(
wct+ φ(t)− θ(t)
)
− cos(wct+ φ(t) + θ(t))])
SPA,2(t) = αoGK
(
cos
(
wct+ φ(t) + (θ(t)− γ)
)
+ y2cos(γ)
[
cos
(
wct+ φ(t) + θ(t)
)
− cos(wct+ φ(t)− θ(t))]) .
(A.6)
The above expressions articulate the transformation of PA output signal, caused by
the signal reflections. These reflection effects create amplitude and phase distortion
in the outphasing transmitters.
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